SECOND NOTICE

This is to inform all concerned that the FINAL date of submitting your Manuscripts to PUBLICATIONS DIVISION AMU ALIGARH in Soft as well as Hard Copy for Publishing in Financial year 2019-20 is 31st January 2020, this date is Final as financial year closing is nearby.

As for tendering it has become mandatory for the Purchase office to mention the list of Books to be published/Number of Copies/Size of Books/Colour or B/W pages numbers in the books which can not be ascertained unless Publications Division actually has the submitted manuscripts at its disposal.

Please submit Edited, Proof read, PDF formats (READY TO PRINT MATERIAL) by 31st January 2020 for publishing. As the time is too short therefore, submit the Manuscripts with a Certificate from the Author/Editor(in case of Journals) “that all proof reading has been completed at their end and Manuscript is an original work which is Print Ready and free from PLAGIARISM as Publication Division will not take any responsibility for any error or omissions.” Publications Division would get the same printed as per the printing material received in soft copy.
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